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Abbreviations

BW Phase bandwidth

HF Heart failure

MPI Myocardial perfusion imaging
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Ventricular dyssynchrony is the state of differential

contraction and relaxation between the walls of the

ventricle, leading to impairment in contractile effi-

ciency.1 Interventricular dyssynchrony occurs when the

timing of contraction between the right and left ventri-

cles is mismatched, while intraventricular dyssynchrony

refers to alterations in temporal contractility among

regions of the left ventricle wall. Ventricular dyssyn-

chrony is attributed to changes in both electrical signal

conduction and inherent myocardial pathology such as

scar, causing a mechanical impairment in contractility.

Although both electrical dyssynchrony and mechanical

dyssynchrony often occur together, both can also occur

separately.2

Left ventricular electrical dyssynchrony (LVED)

characterized by a QRS duration [ 120 ms has been

associated with an increased risk of major adverse car-

diac events among patients with chronic heart failure.3

Furthermore, among chronic heart failure patients with

LVED, improvement in cardiac function and symptoms

after cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) has been

shown and incorporated into treatment guidelines.4 This

notwithstanding, approximately one-third of patients

who receive CRT show no improvement, highlighting

the heterogeneity in causes of ventricular dyssynchrony

beyond conduction delays.2

Left ventricular mechanical dyssynchrony (LVMD)

assessment using SEPCT enables characterization of

intraventricular mechanical dyssynchrony based on

variations in regional wall thickness over the cardiac

cycle independent of LVED.5 Change in regional

myocardial thickness as measured by photon count

density varies with the cardiac cycle phase. Re-con-

struction of volumetric frames enables temporal

assessment of phase changes. Measures of phase stan-

dard deviations (PSD) and phase band width (PBW)

distributions are reproducible and wider deviations are

associated with poorer outcomes.6–8 The prognostic

value of LVMD among patients with chronic heart

failure as well as comorbidities such as coronary artery

disease and diabetes has been highlighted.9,10

Among patients with acute heart failure, maladap-

tive physiologic changes in ventricular pre-load and

afterload can trigger LVED and LVMD by accentuation

of underlying pathology such as ischemia or by

unmasking of pre-existing dyssynchrony.11 LVED is

associated with severity of LVMD and an increased risk

of ventricular arrhythmia.12 LVED has a linear corre-

lation with severity of ventricular dysfunction, while

greater LVMD is associated with a more reversible

hemodynamic profile among patients with cardiogenic

shock.13 Notably, even in acute presentations, LVED

and severity of LVMD do not always correlate. LVMD
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often precedes onset of LVED or clinical symptoms of

acute decompensated heart failure.9 Among patients

with acute heart failure, LVMD is a dynamic process

and a greater degree of LVMD is associated with a more

reversible hemodynamic profile.11

In this issue, Zhou et al explore the prognostic value

of integrative analysis of LVED and LVMD among

patients with acute heart failure. The study demonstrates

that both LVED as reflected by QRS duration[120 ms

and LVMD as reflected by PBW[77.76� independently
predict outcomes over an average period of 2.3 years.

They also observed a higher accuracy in adverse out-

come prediction by combining both measures.14 The

integrated analysis, and subsequent superior predictive

value, reinforces the growing understanding that there

are several pathologic mechanisms underlying ventric-

ular dyssynchrony.15 The novelty of this study lies in the

acuity of the patients prospectively enrolled into the

study. In contrast, prior studies evaluated LVED and

LVMD in the context of chronic heart failure.

An important finding to consider is the study by

Zhou et al, where it is observed that LVEF, widely

recognized a predictive of heart failure outcomes, was

not significantly associated with clinical events. This

finding may be reflective of the small study sample size

and clinical definition of LV dysfunction at enrollment

into the study. Also noteworthy is the heterogeneity in

heart failure phenotypes among patients enrolled in this

study. Though the study adjusts for several factors that

influence response to therapy and longitudinal outcomes

among patients with heart failure, the findings are not

broadly generalizable. Consequently, the prognostic

value of integrative analysis of LVED and LVMD

should be viewed through this lens as highlighted by the

authors in the study limitations.

Integrative analysis of LVED and LVMD sheds

light on future opportunities to understand the implica-

tions of hemodynamic reserve and reversibility of

ventricular dyssynchrony. There are also opportunities

to apply integrative analysis towards discerning prog-

nostic differences based on heart failure sub-types. The

potential role of diastolic dyssynchrony in heart failure

for example remains to be elucidated.10 Importantly, by

building on the body of knowledge highlighted in other

studies on ventricular dyssynchrony, integrative analysis

opens a new window for identification of patients who

are likely to benefit from improved patient selection for

CRT.16 There is a need for larger multicenter random-

ized studies in order to build generalizable

prognostication models. In addition to predicting

adverse outcomes, it is essential that future studies shed

light on the pathogenesis of mechanical dyssynchrony

and the implications on medical therapy. Ongoing

experience with cardiac resynchronization therapies for

chronic heart failure is teaching us that improving

electrical dyssynchrony without a parallel improvement

in mechanical dyssynchrony has a blunted impact on

outcomes. Whether these lessons can be translated to

acute heart failure and mechanical dyssynchrony can

establish itself not only as a prognosticator but also as a

treatment target remains to be determined.
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